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Delivery guides are designed to represent a body of knowledge about teaching a particular 
topic and contain:

• Content: A clear outline of the content covered by the delivery guide;

• Thinking Conceptually: Expert guidance on the key concepts involved, common difficulties 
students may have, approaches to teaching that can help students understand these 
concepts and how this topic links conceptually to other areas of the subject;

• Thinking Contextually: A range of suggested teaching activities using a variety of themes so 
that different activities can be selected which best suit particular classes, learning styles or 
teaching approaches.

If you have any feedback on this Delivery Guide or suggestions for other resources you would 
like OCR to develop, please email resources.feedback@ocr.org.uk
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Learners should be able to demonstrate and apply their knowledge and understanding of:

ES(b) the explanation (given the necessary information) of the chemical processes 
occurring during the extraction of the halogens from minerals in the sea

ES(c) techniques and procedures in the electrolysis of aqueous solutions; half-equations 
for the processes occurring at electrodes in electrolysis of molten salts and aqueous 
solutions:

(i) formation of oxygen or a halogen or metal ions at the anode

(ii) formation of hydrogen or a metal at the cathode

ES(d) redox reactions of s-, p- and d-block elements and their compounds in terms of 
electron transfer:

(i) use of half-equations to represent simple oxidation and reduction reactions

(ii) the definition of oxidation and reduction as loss and gain of electrons

(iii) identification of oxidising and reducing agents

ES(e) the oxidation states assigned to and calculated for specified atoms in formulae 
(including ions) and explanation of which species have been oxidised and which 
reduced in a redox reaction

ES(f) use of oxidation states to balance redox equations that do not also involve acid–
base reactions; techniques and procedures in iodine-thiosulfate titrations

ES(g) use of systematic nomenclature to name and interpret the names of inorganic 
compounds

ES(i) the relative reactivities of the halogens in terms of their ability to gain electrons

ES(j) the details of the redox changes which take place when chlorine, bromine and 
iodine react with other halide ions, including observations, equations and half-
equations

DM(a) manganate(VII) titrations (A Level only)

DM(c) balancing half-equations and full equations for redox processes that also include 
acid–base reactions by using oxidation states or other methods

DM(d) simple electrochemical cells: (A Level only)

(i) involving metal ion/metal half-cells

(ii) involving half-cells based on different oxidation states of the same element in 
aqueous solution with a platinum or other inert electrode, acidified if necessary

(iii) techniques and procedures to set up and use electrochemical cells

DM(e) the action of an electrochemical cell in terms of half-equations and external 
electron flow and the ion flow in the salt bridge

DM(f) the term standard electrode potential and its measurement using a hydrogen 
electrode; use of standard electrode potentials to:

(i) calculate E
cell

(ii) predict the feasibility of redox reactions, and the reasons why a reaction may 
not occur

(iii) explain rusting, and its prevention, in terms of electrochemical processes
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Approaches to teaching the content

The coverage of redox chemistry and electrochemistry in the A Level Chemistry B (Salters) 
specification is split into two main sections:

• in Elements from the sea (ES) learners develop their ideas of redox through the use 
of oxidation number, the study of electrolysis as a chemical tool and how iodine/
thiosulfate titrations work

• in Developing metals (DM) in the second year, they will deepen these ideas by 
expanding the complexity of the half-equations involved. These will be used 
extensively in the problems of redox equilibria in cells and half-cells and the application 
of these ideas to the feasibility of redox reactions.

It is best to look at the topic in terms of a series of big ideas and at how these ideas interlink 
with each other and with other areas of the specification. 

Reactivity and the electrochemical series
This can be a very esoteric area of study for many learners, but accessing the chemistry 
opens up the chemistry of cells (batteries), rusting and corrosion prevention and opens 
the link between feasibility of reactions and the entropy change via the second law of 
thermodynamics. Beyond the bounds of the course, electrochemistry lays the foundations 
for further study of the Gibbs Free Energy and higher level thermodynamics.

Not only that, but the wonder of putting two half-cells together is that the two chemicals are 
reacting without actually physically touching each other and the role of the electrons being 
passed from the species being oxidised to that being reduced is highlighted by the reading 
on the voltmeter between the two half-cells. 

This topic starts by focusing on the chemistry of the halogens, which is the opening topic in 
ES. In order to access this area, learners need to be familiar with the physical appearance of 
the elements when in an aqueous solution or a solution of cyclohexane. Not only does this 
form a very pretty test-tube observation experiment, it allows the learners to quickly note the 
formation of the elements in further experiments. 

Many learners will have seen displacement reactions of metals at GCSE. The key experiments 
involving displacement of halogens from a solution of the halide salt mirror this. 

These halogen displacement reactions provide a perfect platform to build up to confidently 
writing half-equations. This can be done through a step-by-step process, starting with word 
equations:

chlorine + potassium bromide → potassium chloride + bromine

Now complete the balanced symbol equation:

Cl
2
(aq) + 2KBr(aq) → 2KCl(aq) + Br

2
(aq)

Learners should be able to use their knowledge of the nature of ionic solutions (covered in 
Elements of life, EL) to identify the potassium ion as the spectator, which can be dropped in 
the ionic equation:

Cl
2
(aq) + 2Br–(aq) → 2Cl–(aq) + Br

2
(aq)

At this point, half-equations can be introduced as a method of telling the chemical story of 
each individual species:

Cl
2
(aq) + 2e–(aq) → 2Cl–(aq)

2Br–(aq) → Br
2
(aq) + 2e–(aq)

A useful conclusion to this exercise is to note that the more reactive halogens are the 
stronger oxidising agents. That is to say, they are the elements that are more able to remove 
electrons from other species. This sits against the idea of the more reactive metals being 
stronger reducing agents, as seen by their ability to donate electrons to other chemical 
species. 

(A Level only) In DM, learners will ultimately need to see the electrochemical series as a 
giant reactivity series with the strongest reducing agents up at the top at the more negative 
electrode potentials and the strongest oxidising agents down at the more positive values. 
Initially it is very hard for many learners to fully understand what they are supposed to see or 
understand in this area and they need a route into the subject based on prior study. 

A review of the chemistry of the halogens from the first year of the course at this stage gives 
learners a secure foundation from where they are able to deal with electrochemical cells and 
the information they provide. Similarly, the reactivity series of the metals is a familiar concept 
from GCSE and earlier. 

A suitable approach at this point could be to study the displacement reactions of 
magnesium, iron, zinc and copper and nitrate solutions of the four metals. The results can 
be compared to the similar experiments on the halogens from the first year, to bring out 
the central theme of reactivity and the role of the electrochemical series in predicting the 
feasibility of a chemical reaction. This also offers a nice opportunity to revisit writing half-
equations.

From comparing the results of this simple displacement reaction with the order of the half-
equations in the electrochemical series, learners should note that the series is simply a giant 
version of the reactivity series that they have been looking at since Key Stage 3. 

At this point it is useful to bridge this into the construction of simple half-cells and their 
combination via a salt-bridge and a high resistance voltmeter. A Daniell Cell is perfect for this 
entry-level experiment. Learners should think about why a potential difference is generated 
between the two sides of the cell. The zinc side has the more powerfully reducing metal, so 
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electrons are being lost from the zinc atoms as they move into solution as ions. The electrode 
becomes negative. On the copper side, the opposite happens as copper ions in solution 
accept electrons to become copper atoms and the electrode becomes positive.

Learners could use a variety of simple metal/metal ion half-cells and the electrochemical 
series to predict and observe the reading on the voltmeter (the E

cell
). The readings are 

typically very close to textbook values as long as the solutions are close to 1 mol dm–3 in 
concentration and the electrodes are freshly cleaned. 

If the learners are able to note that the potential difference given on the voltmeter is 
simply the difference between the electrode potentials of the two half-cells, then they will 
soon realise that chemists need to set one half-cell as a standard against which all others 
are measured. Without this standard electrode, how could a table of electrode potentials 
be developed? Without this standard, we would have a massive, almost endless, table of 
voltages developed between any two different half-cells. This is clearly unworkable and fairly 
useless, so the hydrogen half-cell is chosen as the standard, with an electrode potential set at 
0.00 V, and all others are measured from that one point. 

(A Level only) For learners who find this idea hard to accept, they may find it useful to refer 
back to the use of carbon-12 as a reference point for atomic mass. Why carbon-12? Why the 
hydrogen half-cell? Something had to be chosen as the standard and these were the ones. 

Once learners have established the ideas of metal/metal ion half-cells, they could practically 
investigate the half-cells developed with the same element in two different oxidation states 
both in aqueous solution; the halogen/halide half-cells make a perfect case study. The half-
cells are easy to construct in the lab and give pretty reliable results that line up well with the 
values predicted by the electrochemical series.

It is worth taking time to note that the primary reaction of the halogens is as oxidising 
agents. They typically react to gain an electron and form the halide (X–) ion. Therefore, they 
are found at the opposite end of the series from the reactive, reducing metals. 

The ability of chemists to use the electrochemical series to predict whether or not a redox 
reaction would happen is one of the biggest applications of this data. The electrochemical 
series provides the clues as to the feasibility of the reaction as long as the learners are able to 
use the oxidation states of the species to identify what is being reduced and what is being 
oxidised. 

Learners use the following equation to work out the predicted E
cell

:

E
cell

 = Eo
(species being reduced) 

– Eo
(species being oxidised)

This nicely ties together the aspects of half-equations, full equations and oxidation states that 
have led to this point. If the E

cell
 is greater than zero, the reaction is feasible, so it will proceed 

under standard conditions. 

This can be explained in terms of electrode potentials. As has already been noted, learners 
can picture the electrochemical series as a table with the best oxidising agents at the positive 
end and the best reducing agents at the negative end. Taking that idea and applying it to the 
equation, it can be seen that the reaction will only proceed if the species being reduced is a 
stronger oxidising agent than the species being oxidised. If this is not the case, the addition 
will lead to a negative E

cell
 and it can be said that the reaction will not be feasible under 

standard conditions. 

Learners might be reminded at this point of the deeper principle behind the feasibility of 
chemical reactions, in terms of the change in the total entropy of the universe, ΔS

tot
. This will 

have been previously introduced in Oceans (O). Learners may like to note that at a constant 
temperature the value of ΔS

tot
 is proportional to the value of E

cell
. So, a positive value of E

cell
 

implies a positive entropy change; hence, there are two complementary ways of predicting 
the feasibility of a chemical reaction. (A Level only ends)

Oxidation state
Following on from the halogen displacement reactions in ES, learners study the principles of 
redox and encounter the term ‘oxidation state’. The specification uses this term in preference 
to ‘oxidation number’, though as some resources may use this other term learners should be 
made aware that they can be seen as equivalent.

Many learners find it very hard to conceive what is being referred to when oxidation state 
is being discussed. The approach of using a set of rules to determine the oxidation state is 
seen in all main textbooks and many learners favour this approach as it draws heavily on skills 
from mathematics courses, in which a set of rules can always be applied to reach the correct 
answer, even though the actual ‘nature’ of the answer can be somewhat esoteric. For higher 
ability learners, for whom seeing links between sections of the course is very important, it 
is useful to provide activities to make the link between oxidation state and the polarity of 
bonds.

At this point learners need to learn the convention of writing oxidation states with the sign 
first, e.g. +2, which is different to how charges are written. To present this, it may be helpful to 
refer to ideas about number from mathematics. The oxidation state is an integer, a number 
allocated to that element to keep tabs on the redox processes; like all integers, it is written 
with the sign in front of the number: –2 or +4. In contrast, the charge on an ion tells you how 
many fundamental units of charge are on this species as a whole. So, dichromate(VI), Cr

2
O

7
2–, 

has a charge of 2–, which means that it carries two ‘loads’ of negative charge. 

Studying the naming of inorganic compounds highlights the necessity of an explicit 
statement of oxidation state, which is achieved using Roman numerals in the systematic 
name. Building up to this should involve a recap of key problem areas of naming that 
learners bring to an A Level classroom. Learners should be confident in avoiding simple 
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errors, such as the use of ‘chlorine’ and ‘chloride’, but also that they have a firm idea of why 
we use endings such as ‘–ide’ and ‘–ate.’ A long session with a textbook exercise on naming 
simple compounds is essential at this point to draw out and deal with problems regarding 
names before the learners build up to integrating oxidation states into the names. 

Sulfate and nitrate ions lend themselves immediately to this problem and they provide 
excellent examples of why learners need to use the oxidation state in names. 

Iron with its two main oxidation states can also be very useful. Learners could be asked 
to give a formula of a compound for which there is no single correct answer, such as the 
formula of ‘iron nitrate’ or ‘copper sulfate’. Their lack of ability to give one distinctly correct 
answer nicely leads them to see the need to include the oxidation state for any species for 
which there are several stable states. 

Some textbooks and other resources may still use alternative names for ions containing 
elements in different oxidation states, such as nitrate (nitrate(V)) and nitrite (nitrate(III)), and 
ferrous (iron(II)) and ferric (iron(III)). This requires the learners to note that there are different 
names, but there is an agreed procedure for naming in this specification and this is the one 
that they need to use. 

Once the concept is established, learners are often happy using oxidation states to explain 
what is happening in a reaction. Many of them will have met the mnemonic OILRIG 
(Oxidation Is Loss, Reduction Is Gain) at GCSE regarding this topic. At this stage, the learners 
could note that if oxidation is loss of electrons then the species involved must be ‘more 
positive’ than it was earlier, having lost negative electrons, and this idea bridges nicely into 
oxidation state. Conversely, if a species has gained electrons, it’s oxidation state will be 
smaller (or more negative), therefore it has been reduced.

Spending time with learners working through problems of this nature in pairs and 
individually is key to ensuring that they have internalised the fact that the oxidation state 
highlights the oxidation or reduction process and we use the oxidation state to tell a 
chemical story of a redox reaction. 

A useful point that stems from the use of oxidation states to recognise oxidation and 
reduction is the ability of learners to go on to spot the oxidising and reducing agent. If 
a species has been reduced, i.e. gained electrons, those electrons must have come from 
somewhere. There must be another species that has been oxidised by the chemical that has 
been reduced. So, a chemical that is reduced in a reaction is an oxidising agent. This implies 
that when the learners have spotted the species being reduced, for example, they should be 
able to identify the species being oxidised and the oxidising and reducing agents from that 
one starting point. 

Oxidation states also give a clue to the nature of the agent. Take for example potassium 
manganate(VII), KMnO

4
, in which Mn has an oxidation state of +7. With such a positive 

number, this is a species that will tend to react to achieve a more negative/less positive state; 
i.e. it will react to gain electrons. This means that it is a strong oxidising agent. 

Electrolysis
The concept and practical procedure of electrolysis is one that most learners will have 
experienced from their GCSE studies. This topic provides an excellent bridge into the higher 
level of understanding now required, and can be well used to embed understanding of 
redox reactions and oxidation states. 

The electrolysis of zinc chloride in a solid form, which yields no product and shows no 
current, and in its molten form is a very visual way of demonstrating the necessity of free 
ion movement for the process of electrolysis to occur. The molten form yields sharp crystals 
of zinc at the cathode, and chlorine at the anode (meaning that the experiment has to be 
performed in a fume hood). 

An excellent activity may involve a circus of electrolysis practicals. As these experiments often 
take a long time to produce noticeable results, such as mass changes or significant volumes 
of gas produced, learners could work in small groups at different workstations and then feed 
back to each other on their conclusions.

In these activities learners are not only gaining experience of the practical applications of 
electrolysis, albeit in a much smaller form than in industry, but they are also starting to tell a 
story of electrons in the chemical changes that they observe. These observations walk them 
nicely into the formation of half-equations. 

The electrolysis of water using a Hoffmann voltameter to produce hydrogen and oxygen is 
especially pretty as it yields the two gases in the 2:1 ratio expected from the formula of water 
(although the half-equations are slightly more complicated than that!). The recombination of 
the oxygen and the hydrogen to make water is a very neat ending to this practical, although 
using the gases from the voltameter is very tricky. However, the formation of the two gases 
from other sources and a ‘flash-bang’ teacher demonstration of the combustion is a great 
crowd-pleaser as well as reinforcing the idea that we have used electrolysis to perform an 
endothermic process, the reverse being strongly exothermic. 

The electrolysis of brine (solution of sodium chloride) is also a very important process in 
terms of the context of the chemistry and the industrial applications of this science. It also 
provides a very useful ‘learning hook’ to allow the learners to write and balance simple half-
equations for the reactions at the electrodes, which are very straightforward, and to provoke 
discussion on the preferential order in which ions are discharged at the cathode and anode. 

As learners look at the preferential order for the discharge of the ions at the electrodes, this is 
a very appropriate time to link this idea back into the reactivity series and so, back into much 
more familiar territory for a great many of them. 
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The third and final key electrolysis practical is the use of copper electrodes and copper 
sulfate solution to show the purification of copper for the electronics industry. As mass is lost 
from the anode and gained at the cathode, this is once again a suitable time to describe the 
reactions occurring by writing the correct half-equations. 

Writing half-equations may involve a change of notation for some learners, if at GCSE 
they have been asked to balance half-equations showing ‘subtraction’ of electrons for the 
oxidation process. For example, the production of chlorine in the electrolysis of brine may be 
shown as:

2Cl– – 2e– → Cl
2

Whereas we would write this process more correctly as:

2Cl– → Cl
2
 + 2e–

Ensuring that learners are confident enough to notice that loss of electrons is indicated 
by the electrons appearing on the right-hand side of the equation is essential to making 
progress in this skill area. 

Redox titrations
In ES, learners encounter the use of iodine–thiosulfate titrations to determine the amount of 
an oxidising agent. This procedure is fairly lengthy, especially when compared to acid–base 
titrations of the kind many learners will have experienced up to this point and they will often 
struggle with the sequence of steps that have to be followed in order to work out the final 
answer.

Having said that, the fact that there are two separate steps in iodine–thiosulfate titrations 
means that the learners have ample opportunity to practise their skills in mole calculations 
and, for this topic, in writing and combining half-equations. If these learning objectives 
are made very explicit to the learners from the outset, then the practical will be far more 
beneficial. One of the best practical procedures to follow is the analysis of the percentage of 
copper in a brass screw. 

(A Level only) As learners move into the year 13 topic DM, they will also have to experience 
the use of manganate(VII) to titrate for the amount of a reducing agent. A very reliable 
experiment that draws on the home life of many learners is to ask how much iron is present 
in two different foodstuffs, such as a sugary (but fortified) breakfast cereal and something 
like spinach. Multi-vitamin pills that contain the RDA of essential minerals is a good choice as 
well, especially as the pills can be stored more easily than foodstuffs. The learners may like to 
reinforce ideas of oxidation state by noting that this titration will only tell them the amount 
of iron(II) in the foodstuff, but this is what they would want as it is iron(II) that is used in the 
haemoglobin molecules in red blood cells. 

This practical work presents another excellent opportunity to practise the construction of the 
individual half-equations for the reduction of the manganate(VII) ions and the oxidation of 
the iron(II) and the combination of these two half-equations into the full equation required 
to complete the titration calculation.

(A Level only) The question of how to spot the end-point is useful and highlights the 
difference between redox titrations and acid–base titrations using an indicator. The colour 
change with the purple manganate ions turning to colourless manganese(II) ions can be 
linked with the study of colour in transition metal complexes. 

Common misconceptions or difficulties learners  
may have

Relative reactivity of halogens
A great many learners will approach this topic with the knowledge that the halogens 
become less reactive as one goes down Group 17 and will relate this to the first electron 
affinity of the element. However, in this topic we are also dealing with the reactions of halide 
ions as reducing agents, in which case iodide is the strongest. 

This is nicely illustrated by the fact that it is iodide that reduces the species under analysis in 
an iodine–thiosulfate titration. Also, the electrochemical series draws our attention to the fact 
that the strongly oxidising chlorine implies a weakly reducing chloride ion. 

Confusion reaches a climax when learners study the haloalkanes; some will mistakenly say 
that the fluoroalkane is more reactive as it contains fluorine (the most reactive halogen). This 
flies in the face of the fact that the chlorofluorocarbons are highly unreactive near the Earth’s 
surface and have caused such trouble in the upper atmosphere. It is important that we 
allow our learners to develop sound chemical ideas, such as the fact that the behaviour of a 
compound of an element is very different from the behaviour of the element. 

Constructing half-equations
This presents difficulties to many learners, particularly for more complex reactions. Encourage 
learners to balance the elements that are not oxygen or hydrogen first. Then add water to 
the equation to balance the oxygen and H+ to balance the hydrogen. Putting the electrons in 
at the very end balances the charge, although this step can often be completed incorrectly. 
Learners should then go back and review the balancing by adding up and checking the 
charge on both sides. Simple rules – such as the number of electrons must equal the change 
in oxidation number – are useful at this stage as learners gain confidence.  

For example, the reduction of manganate(VII) to manganese(II):

MnO
4

– → Mn2+

Check that the manganese is balanced. (It is.)
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Now add water to the equation to balance the oxygen:

MnO
4

– → Mn2++ 4H
2
O

Now use hydrogen ions to balance the hydrogen:

MnO
4

– +8H+ → Mn2+ +4H
2
O

Finally, put the electrons in to balance the charge:

MnO
4

– +8H+ +5e– → Mn2+ + 4H
2
O

Add up the charge on the right and the left to check the equation:

(–1) + (+8) + (–5) = +2 on the left; +2 on the right

Redox titrations
Redox titrations are a source of confusion as they overlap with the more familiar acid–base 
titrations that many learners will have encountered at GCSE. The purpose of each procedure 
is the same and the similarity of the techniques used to obtain an accurate result mean that 
many learners are confused about the difference. Taking time to summarise the similarities 
and differences in the form of a table would be useful here. Learners also need to internalise 
the reactions in these titrations in order to explain how they will spot the end-point and 
what the reaction mixture will look like at that stage.

Iodine–thiosulfate titrations are a chemical story and it can be very helpful to take the 
learners through a sample calculation in which they add notes and annotations to explain in 
sentences exactly what they are calculating at any one stage in order that they can begin to 
complete the steps independently. 

This is a topic in which the learners are continually producing half-equations and full redox 
equations, yet nearly all these equations are ionic equations and there needs to be a high 
level of surety about what is classed as a spectator ion and why we do not need to write 
them in the equation. Bringing the learners to this point requires a deep look at the nature of 
ionic solutions and the dissociation of the ions. Once this is established, the different species 
can be followed through a reaction to see which of them has actually ‘done something’ and 
which have simply ‘sat on the sidelines’. 

Using cardboard cut-out ions with sticky tack to move them around is great for explaining 
these stories, especially as one can immediately see that certain ions did not take part in the 
reaction and can be ignored in the ionic equation. 

(A Level only) The salt bridge
As the attention of many learners is on the redox processes occurring at the electrodes, they 
can miss the point of the salt bridge. It is useful in practical work to note that no potential 
difference is produced between two half-cells without a salt bridge. 

Once again, learners need to talk through what is actually happening in each half-cell and 
consider the implications. On the reduction side, the cell is becoming ‘less positive’, whereas 
the oxidation side is becoming ‘more positive’. How do we resolve these charges and 
complete the circuit? By allowing the free movement of charged ions between the two half-
cells along the salt bridge. In fact, many learners are very happy to accept that the salt bridge 
is there to complete the circuit, a concept with which they are often very familiar.

Electrolysis vs electrochemical cells
There is a serious danger of confusing these two processes as the equipment does look 
very similar and the language of electrodes overlaps. Take time to show the learners that 
electrochemical cells are not linked to a power pack, and do not require an energy input. 
Instead they are set up with a voltmeter to show that they are producing a voltage of their 
own. 

Conceptual links to other areas of the specification – useful ways to approach this 
topic to set learners up for topics later in the course

The study of the relative reactivity of the halogens feeds back into the study of the 
electronic configurations of the p-block elements that is encountered in EL. Learners may 
use their study of the reactivity of the halogens to reinforce and review these electronic 
configurations.

Also in EL, the naming of inorganic compounds is important as is the generation of the 
correct formula of a compound from the name. In using the oxidation states in ES, learners 
are building on and practising these ideas.

The role of electronegativity in providing a basis for oxidation states is covered in ES. Learners 
will deal with electronegativity in more depth in The ozone story (OZ) as they look at polarity 
of bonds and polar molecules.

OZ follows ES, and also deals with the chemistry of the halogens as it introduces the 
haloalkanes as a homologous series. As has been noted, there is great potential for confusion 
surrounding the reactivity of the individual elements compared to the reactivity of the 
haloalkanes and this area needs to be treated with caution. 

In What’s in a medicine (WM), the learners are introduced to the oxidation of primary, 
secondary and tertiary alcohols. The simple observation of the changes seen during an 
oxidation by dichromate(VI) or manganate(VII) provokes useful discussion regarding 
oxidation of the alcohols, reduction of the oxidising agents and identification of the actual 
change in oxidation state.

A greater level of challenge would be to work out the oxidation state of the carbon in the 
alcohols and in the products in order to further practise the rules and, although learners 
could go on to produce the half-equation for the oxidation process, this may be only for 
those of high ability.
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(A Level only) In The chemical industry (CI) at the beginning of the second year of the course, 
learners look in depth at the various nitrogen compounds, including nitrates of different 
oxidation states and the various nitrogen oxides. Taking time at these points to review, recap 
and build on prior learning and to explicitly point out that the same rules apply regarding 
names in these situations is vital. This helps to build links within the learning and see how 
skills can be transferred to different areas of the specification. 

This point comes back in DM as learners study the variable oxidation states of the transition 
metals. Once again, this allows review and extension of the identification of oxidation states 
of elements in compounds and practice in how these states are written in a chemical name. 

Picking up on the thread of ionic solutions and the issue of spectator ions, which features 
heavily throughout the topic of redox, the nature of the ionic solution and the dissociation 
of the ions are dealt with extensively in Oceans (O). It is certainly worth spending more time 
during this module to ensure that learners are happy with the concept of spectator ions as it 
is key to making sense of the half-equations in redox.

O also deals with the feasibility of reactions using entropy and, therefore, shows heavy 
overlap with the application of electrode potentials. It is worth pointing out to all learners 
that these two approaches are ‘two paths up the same mountain’ and they complement and 
do not contradict each other. The actual explanation of the link between E

cell
 and entropy 

is quite difficult for many learners to grasp as it does require them to engage with ideas 
of quantitative entropy. However, this is not to say that this diversion is not worthwhile for 
many learners looking to take their study of chemistry to the next level in higher education. 
Remember that the key principle is that of the second law of thermodynamics, that the value 
of ΔS

tot
 must be positive for a reaction to be feasible. Electrode potentials link to this entropy 

change and allow feasibility to be calculated via this link with the deeper idea. 
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Colourful electrolysis (Nuffield Foundation)
https://edu.rsc.org/resources/colourful-electrolysis/735.article?adredir=1

The electrolysis of salt water shown in a far more colourful and clear way using universal 
indicator. The colour changes are clear indications of the products of the electrolysis of 
brine and the demonstration format makes the experiment big and bold for the class to 
watch. 

Preferential discharge of cations during electrolysis (Nuffield Foundation)
https://edu.rsc.org/resources/preferential-discharge-of-cations-during-electrolysis/1759.
article

The link between reactivity and electrochemistry is key to this topic and this exercise 
explores the link between the familiar reactivity series and the ions discharged during 
electrolysis. A simple practical opens up the discussion and the chemistry.

Electrolysis of zinc chloride (Nuffield Foundation)
https://edu.rsc.org/resources/electrolysis-of-molten-zinc-chloride/826.article

Many learners need to firm up their fundamental understanding of the process of 
electrolysis and be able to tell a chemical story of what is going on in the reaction. This 
lively demonstration gives a sound basis for such an exploration by comparing electrolysis 
of a solid and molten ionic material.

Microscale Chemistry – Electrolysis using a microscale Hoffman apparatus (Royal 
Society of Chemistry)
http://www.rsc.org/learn-chemistry/resource/res00000541/electrolysis-using-a-microscale-
hoffman-apparatus

The Hoffmann Voltameter is a classic piece of demonstration equipment used to show the 
electrolysis of water to produce hydrogen and oxygen and this experiment allows learners 
to complete the electrolysis on a small scale.

Chemistry for the gifted and talented: oxidation numbers (Royal Society of 
Chemistry)
https://edu.rsc.org/resources/oxidation-numbers/645.article

For higher ability learners who are looking to establish a principle behind the concept of 
oxidation states, this paper exercise walks through the link between electronegativity and 
oxidation state, allowing learners to more firmly grasp both concepts. The resource also 
looks at the traditional ‘rules’ for working out oxidation states.

Displacement reactions between metals and their salts (Nuffield Foundation) (A 
Level only)
https://edu.rsc.org/experiments/displacement-reactions-between-metals-and-their-
salts/720.article

The familiar concept of displacement reactions and the prediction of the result of such 
a reaction using the reactivity series lay the foundation for a deep understanding of the 
electrochemical series and the nature of electrode potentials. This short practical reviews 
these concepts ready to develop the learners’ ideas.

https://edu.rsc.org/resources/colourful-electrolysis/735.article?adredir=1
https://edu.rsc.org/resources/preferential-discharge-of-cations-during-electrolysis/1759.article
https://edu.rsc.org/resources/preferential-discharge-of-cations-during-electrolysis/1759.article
https://edu.rsc.org/resources/electrolysis-of-molten-zinc-chloride/826.article
http://www.rsc.org/learn-chemistry/resource/res00000541/electrolysis-using-a-microscale-hoffman-apparatus
http://www.rsc.org/learn-chemistry/resource/res00000541/electrolysis-using-a-microscale-hoffman-apparatus
https://edu.rsc.org/resources/oxidation-numbers/645.article
https://edu.rsc.org/experiments/displacement-reactions-between-metals-and-their-salts/720.article
https://edu.rsc.org/experiments/displacement-reactions-between-metals-and-their-salts/720.article
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The area of electrolysis in this topic is one that is full of real-world applications, including 
those that overlap heavily with the experience of the learners. They will certainly have met 
the electrolysis of sea water at GCSE and the contexts provided in Elements from the sea (ES) 
provide the opportunity to look more widely at the other salts present in sea water and how 
they are extracted.

Learners should also become aware of how the products of the electrolysis of sea water, 
especially chlorine, are used in cleaning products and disinfectants as well as being an 
important constituent in polymers such as PVC. The analysis of the percentage of active 
sodium chlorate(I) in household bleach using an iodine–thiosulfate titration brings the 
context together with the conceptual chemistry very neatly. 

Electroplating is an excellent and fun practical using copper solution with the object to 
be plated as the cathode. This could lead easily into the use of silver nitrate solution in the 
production of jewellery. 

Electrolysis of aluminium provides a context to expand several areas of chemistry met in the 
topic. Why do we need to use electrolysis to extract aluminium from the oxide? Why can 
we not use extraction using carbon as we do with iron? These stories lead nicely into the 
reactivity series and hence to the electrochemical series. 

Electrolysis of aluminium can also be used when referring to the aluminium object being 
used as the anode in a solution of sodium hydroxide. This process of anodising aluminium 
serves to thicken the protective coating of aluminium oxide, preventing corrosion of the 
aluminium metal, and it is a common procedure with cooking implements. The half-
equations for the reactions would be a lovely extension to this electrochemistry story. 

To add more depth to the discussion of electrolysis, take a look at the interactive Periodic 
Table from the RSC website. Learners are typically fascinated to notice that virtually no new 
elements were discovered from Roman times up to the harnessing of electricity in the latter 
half of the 18th century, whereupon new elements appeared suddenly all over the table. This 
neatly illustrates the role of technology in scientific discovery, and ties in with aspects of How 
Science Works.

(A Level only) The study of electrochemical cells in Developing metals (DM) can be illustrated 
through a range of real-life cells. The development of cells, from simple Voltaic piles to 
modern-day cells, is a very interesting story and can be formed into a research project or a 
series of short practical demonstrations or a circus activity in class. 

The rusting of iron and the prevention of corrosion is an important theme behind the 
electrochemical series. The actual half-equations occurring at each stage when a drop of 
water is in contact with iron and air allows the learners to see how the water drop and 
the iron metal form a simple electrochemical cell. For those learners less familiar with this 

topic, they may like to investigate the rusting of iron nails in air and/or water to observe the 
conditions required for corrosion to occur. 

The use of zinc plating to prevent rusting or for sacrificial protection on ships’ hulls or 
underwater pipelines also makes an excellent extension to these ideas and brings the 
electrochemical series back into the story. 
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Learner Activity 1
Periodic Table (Royal Society of Chemistry)
http://www.rsc.org/periodic-table/history

The place of a metal on the reactivity series greatly affects the difficulty with which it is 
extracted from its compounds and isolated as an element. This interactive Periodic Table 
allows learners to look at the timeline of discovery of the elements and how the harnessing 
of electricity led to an explosion in the number of known elements.

Learner Activity 2
Alchemy: Industrial process videos (Royal Society of Chemistry)
http://www.rsc.org/learn-chemistry/resource/res00001027/industrial-process-
videos#!cmpid=CMP00001683

This video resource walks through the key parts of the industrial process of the electrolysis 
of sea water and shows how the main products are extracted ready for further use.

Learner Activity 3
Alchemy: copper refining (Royal Society of Chemistry)
http://www.rsc.org/learn-chemistry/resource/res00000021/copper-
refining#!cmpid=CMP00001686

The electronics industry requires copper to be of an extremely high purity and this set of 
resources includes worksheets and video clips of the electrolysis of copper to produce 
high purity metal.

Learner Activity 4
Electrolysis of copper(II) sulfate solution (Nuffield Foundation)
https://edu.rsc.org/experiments/electrolysis-of-copperii-sulfate-solution/476.article

Using electrolysis as a tool to plate materials has many applications in industry and the 
manufacture of jewellery. This practical work allows learners to explore electroplating and 
how it could be used in real-world situations.

Learner Activity 5
Anodising aluminium (Nuffield Foundation)
https://edu.rsc.org/resources/anodising-aluminium/1918.article

The anodising of aluminium is a technique used in industry to thicken the protective layer 
of aluminium oxide that protects the metal underneath. Here the learners complete this 
procedure in the lab.

Learner Activity 6
Biting on aluminium foil can be painful. Why? (HowStuffWorks) (A Level only)
http://science.howstuffworks.com/question564.htm

Why is it that biting on aluminium foil from the kitchen gives us an unpleasant shock if we 
have certain types of fillings in our teeth? This resource walks through the development of 
a simple electrochemical cell in our mouths between the two metals with saliva as the salt 
bridge.

Learner Activity 7
Rechargeable commercial cells: the lead–acid accumulator (Nuffield Foundation) (A 
Level only)
https://edu.rsc.org/resources/rechargeable-cell-the-lead-acid-accumulator/391.article

One of the most familiar batteries in modern life is actually very simple to understand, 
especially as it is a ‘wet’ battery and fits in well with the cells made in the lab.

This resource takes the learners through the production of a rechargeable lead–acid cell in 
the lab.

Learner Activity 8
The Solar Spark: Make a Gratzel Cell (Royal Society of Chemistry) (A Level only)
http://www.rsc.org/learn-chemistry/resource/res00001290/make-a-gratzel-cell

A Gratzel cell is a very simple form of solar cell that can be produced cheaply using 
materials available via The Solar Spark. This lengthy practical allows learners to produce 
their own solar cell made with raspberries! The teacher notes provide detailed 
explanations.

The chemistry behind this activity combines ideas about redox and dyes. It would be 
suitable as an activity done towards the end of the course to bring these ideas together. It 
could be a context in which learners can demonstrate their research skills, if they are asked 
to research the chemistry behind the solar cell.

http://www.rsc.org/periodic-table/history
http://www.rsc.org/learn-chemistry/resource/res00001027/industrial-process-videos#!cmpid=CMP00001683
http://www.rsc.org/learn-chemistry/resource/res00001027/industrial-process-videos#!cmpid=CMP00001683
http://www.rsc.org/learn-chemistry/resource/res00000021/copper-refining#!cmpid=CMP00001686
http://www.rsc.org/learn-chemistry/resource/res00000021/copper-refining#!cmpid=CMP00001686
https://edu.rsc.org/experiments/electrolysis-of-copperii-sulfate-solution/476.article
https://edu.rsc.org/resources/anodising-aluminium/1918.article
http://science.howstuffworks.com/question564.htm
https://edu.rsc.org/resources/rechargeable-cell-the-lead-acid-accumulator/391.article
http://www.rsc.org/learn-chemistry/resource/res00001290/make-a-gratzel-cell
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